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Abstract: The third generation of China’s BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS-3) began to
provide global services on 27 December, 2018. Differential code bias (DCB) is one of the errors
in precise BDS positioning and ionospheric modeling, but the impacts on BDS-2 satellites and
receiver DCB are unknown after joining BDS-3 observations. In this paper, the BDS-3 DCBs are
estimated and analyzed using the Multi-Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Experiment
(MGEX) observations during the period of day of year (DOY) 002–031, 2019. The results indicate
that the estimated BDS-3 DCBs have a good agreement with the products provided by the Chinese
Academy of Sciences (CAS) and Deutsche Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR). The differences
between our results and the other two products are within ±0.2 ns, with Standard Deviations (STDs)
of mostly less than 0.2 ns. Furthermore, the effects on satellite and receiver DCB after adding BDS-3
observations are analyzed by BDS-2 + BDS-3 and BDS-2-only solutions. For BDS-2 satellite DCB, the
values of effect are close to 0, and the effect on stability of DCB is very small. In terms of receiver
DCB, the value of effect on each station is related to the receiver type, but their mean value is also
close to 0, and the stability of receiver DCB is better when BDS-3 observations are added. Therefore,
there is no evident systematic bias between BDS-2 and BDS-2 + BDS-3 DCB.

Keywords: differential code bias (DCB); ionospheric modeling; Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS); BDS-3

1. Introduction

As is well-known, the second generation of China’s BeiDou navigation satellite system (BDS-2) is
a regional system, which has been providing service in the Asia-Pacific region since the end of 2012 [1].
In recent years, with the rapid development of China’s BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS),
the third generation of China’s BeiDou navigation satellite system (BDS-3) began to provide global
services on 27 December, 2018 [2]. BDS-3, unlike BDS-2, is a global system which is planned to be
completed in 2020 [3]. The differential code bias (DCB) is one of errors in the Global navigation satellite
system (GNSS) precise positioning and ionospheric modeling [4–6]. Lanyi and Roth [7] estimated total
ionospheric electron content with taking into account DCB. Choi and Lee [8] found that grounding
influences on DCB. Themens et al. [9] found that solar cycle variability in bias can be caused with
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change in shell high. Mylnikova et al. [10] revealed strong seasonal DCB variation at some receivers
up to 20 total electron content unit (TECU). An interesting approach to estimate DCB using a small
scale network was suggested by Ma et al. [11]. Many studies have been conducted for BDS-2 DCB
estimation [12–17], ionospheric modeling [18–20], and applications [21].

Recently, various methods have been developed to estimate GNSS DCB based on dual-frequency
GNSS observations. The most common method is to estimate DCB and TEC as unknown parameters
during the ionospheric modeling [13,19,22,23]. Li et al. [22] suggested that Global Positioning System
(GPS)-aided DCB could be used when BeiDou constellation was insufficient for direct DCB estimation.
Ren et al. [19] showed the improvement of ionospheric pierce point (IPP) coverage and DCB estimation
stability using BeiDou and Galileo. This method is also applied by the International GNSS Service (IGS)
analysis center to generate a global ionospheric map (GIM) and DCB products [19,24]. In order to simplify
the computation of common methods, another method which uses the TEC of the global ionospheric map
(GIM) and directly estimates the value of satellite and receiver DCB was proposed [25]. Specifically, this
method greatly improves the efficiency of DCB estimation, but the accuracy of estimation is related
to the accuracy of the GIM [26]. Furthermore, the Deutsche Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR)
produces the Multi-GNSS DCB products by adopting this method and their products are available at
ftp://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/gps/products/mgex/dcb/ [27]. In addition, an IGG (Institute of Geodesy
and Geophysics, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS)) method, using a single-site ionospheric modeling
approach to estimate BDS-2 DCB, was proposed by Li et al. [28]. Moreover, an extended application of
this method is to estimate Multi-GNSS DCB by the Chinese Academy of Science (CAS) [14]. Their DCB
products are available at ftp://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/gps/products/mgex/dcb/ [27]. Followingly, a new
method has been proposed over the last years by adopting dual-frequency uncombined precise point
positioning (PPP) technology to estimate GPS satellite DCB [29], which is used by Shi et al. [15] and Fan
et al. [17] to estimate the BDS-2 DCB. Furthermore, many other studies were also carried out on the
estimation and performance of BDS DCB [26,27].

Multi-GNSS measurements has been collected and analyzed in the Multi-GNSS Experiment
(MGEX) network since 2013 [30–32]. Li [26] found that there was no significant systematic bias
between BDS-3 and BDS-2 receiver DCB based on MGEX observations. However, a few stations with
tracking BDS-3 satellites and only four BDS-3 satellites were used. With the rapid expansion of BDS-3,
more and more stations of MGEX are available for tracking BDS-3 satellites which, as is well-known,
become available for global service at the end of 2018. Currently, the number of stations with tacking
BDS observations has increased from dozens to hundreds for the MGEX network. Therefore, as one
of the errors in precise positioning and ionospheric modeling, BDS-3 DCB needs to be accurately
estimated. Moreover, the impacts on BDS-2 satellites and receiver DCB after joining BDS-3 observations
should be analyzed. More MGEX stations with tracking BDS-3 and more BDS-3 satellites are available
at present, thus providing us with a good opportunity to study the performance of BDS-3 DCB and the
difference in both satellite and receiver DCB before and after adding BDS-3 observations.

In this paper, the BDS-3 observations from the MGEX and method of DCB estimation are shown
in Section 2. In Section 3, BDS-3 DCB values are estimated by using the MGEX observations during the
period of day of year (DOY) 002–031, 2019, and the impacts on satellite and receiver DCB for BDS-2
after combing with BDS-3 observations are analyzed by BDS-2 + BDS-3 and BDS-2-only solutions.
Finally, conclusions are given in Section 4.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. MGEX Observations

Since the end of 2018, the BDS-3 has become available for global services, and increasingly more
stations of MGEX are available for tracking BDS satellites. In our study, approximately 180 MGEX
stations collected from 2 January to 31 January 2019, corresponding to DOY 002-031, were used to
estimate BDS DCB. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the used MGEX tracking stations with BDS.

ftp://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/gps/products/mgex/dcb/
ftp://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/gps/products/mgex/dcb/
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All stations support the tracking of BDS-2 satellites, of which, about 120 stations support the tracking
of BDS-2 and BDS-3 satellites simultaneously. The stations that support the tracking of BDS-3 are
distributed globally. The observation types used in our study were C2I, C6I, and C7I for BDS-2 and
BDS-3 data. Thus, the estimated DCBs were C2I–C6I and C2I–C7I.

However, although more and more stations can track BDS-3 satellites, the number of the BDS-3
satellite is still less than that of the BDS-2 satellite. Figure 2 demonstrates the monthly mean of available
epochs for BDS, which shows that the number of available epochs for BDS-2 is several times larger than
that for BDS-3. The reason could be related to the fact that BDS-3 has not been completed completely.
For BDS-2, the number of available epochs for C2I–C7I is more than that for C2I–C6I since more stations
can track C2I and C7I observations of BDS-2. However, the number of available epochs for C16 is less
than other satellites, which may be attributed to the late launch and operation of the C16 satellite. In terms
of BDS-3, the number of available epochs for C2I–C6I is larger than that for C2I–C7I except for C23 and
C24, which may be attributed to the more stations that can track C2I and C6I observations of BDS-3.
Furthermore, the number of available observations for BDS-3 satellites is not as stable as that for BDS-2.
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2.2. DCB Estimation Based on GIM 

Figure 1. Distribution of Multi-Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Experiment (MGEX) tracking
stations with BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS). The red color represents the stations that only
support tracking of BDS-2 satellites, green color represents the stations that support tracking of BDS-2
and BDS-3 satellites simultaneously.
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2.2. DCB Estimation Based on GIM

The slant TEC (STEC) can be obtained by the geometry-free observations when ignoring the
higher order effects of the ionosphere, which can be written as follows [33]:

P̃s
4 = Ps

i − Ps
j = 40.28

(
1
f 2
i
−

1
f 2
j

)
· STEC + c ·DCBs

r

STEC = VTEC ·M(z)
DCBs

r = DCBr + DCBs

, (1)

where Ps
i and Ps

j denote the pseudo range observations at the frequency fi and f j, respectively;
STEC refers to the slant total electron content in the signal propagation path between GNSS satellites
and ground receivers; c represents the speed of light in vacuum; DCBr and DCBs denote the receiver
and satellite DCB, respectively. VTEC represents the vertical TEC along the vertical direction upon the
ionospheric pierce points. M(z) represents the single layer mapping function for converting STEC to
VTEC, which can be defined as follows [34]:

M(z) =
1

cos z′
sin z′ =

R
R + H

sin z, (2)

where R refers to the average radius of the Earth; H denotes the assumed single-layer ionosphere
height; z and z′ denote the satellite zenith angles of a satellite at the receiver and the corresponding
IPP, respectively.

As is well known, Equation (1) is used for the receiver and satellite DCB estimation. For the sake
of convenience, ionospheric delays of Equation (1) is eliminated by using an existing GIM provided
by Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE) [16]. The DCBs of satellite and receiver are
estimated as one constant per day, respectively, while a 20◦ cutoff elevation angle is set to mitigate
multipath errors. Thus, the total values of satellite plus receiver DCB can be expressed as below:

DCBr + DCBs = 1
Ns

r

Ns
r∑

k=1

[
P̃s

4 − ionk ·VTECs
r ·M(zs

r)
]

ionk = 40.28
(

1
f 2
i
−

1
f 2
j

) , (3)

where Ns
r refers to the total number of epochs in the signal propagation path between the receiver r

and satellite s; k refers to the epoch. The correlation between satellite and receiver DCB leads to the
singular system of normal equations. The zero-mean condition on satellite DCBs needs to be adopted,
which can be defined as below [34]:

NS∑
s=1

DCBs = 0, (4)

where NS denotes the total number of BDS satellites. Furthermore, we estimate the receiver and satellite
DCB by adopting two solutions (BDS-2 + BDS-3, BDS-2-only) to analyze the impacts on satellite and
receiver DCB after combing with BDS-3 observations. The estimated method also can be used for DCB
estimation of other GNSS. However, the part of the analysis is mainly for BDS. The DCB of satellite
and one particular receiver for the two solutions can be expressed as:

N1 ·DCBr +
N1∑
s=1

DCBs = RS1

N2 ·DCBr +
N2∑
s=1

DCBs = RS2
, (5)
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where NS1 refers to the total number of satellites available of BDS-2 and BDS-3 while NS2 denotes the
total number of satellites available of BDS-2, with RS1 and RS2 representing the sum of satellite plus
receiver DCB for two solutions, respectively.

It should be noted that the zero-mean condition is different under the two solutions due to the
difference in the number of satellites between the two solutions. This difference brings about a bias of
DCB for the same satellite and the receiver of the same station between the two solutions. Thus making
it impossible to directly compare the BDS-2 satellite DCB and receiver DCB calculated by the two
solutions. To implement the analysis of DCB estimated by the two solutions, it is necessary to unify
the zero-mean conditions of BDS-2 + BDS-3 solutions to that of BDS-2 solutions. In other words, the

zero-mean conditions of BDS-2 + BDS-3 solution need to be changed from
NS1∑
s=1

DCBs= 0 to
NS2∑
s=1

DCBs= 0.

Therefore, the values of satellite DCB and receiver DCB need to be corrected correspondingly due to
the change of zero-mean condition [16]. The zero-mean condition of BDS-2 + BDS-3 solution can be
expressed as:

NS1∑
s=1

DCBs =
NS2∑
s=1

DCBs +
NS1∑

s=NS2+1
DCBs= 0

⇒

NS2∑
s=1

(DCBs + 1
NS2

NS1∑
s=NS2+1

DCBs) = 0
, (6)

As it can be seen, in order to satisfy the changed zero-mean condition, the satellite DCB of BDS-2 +

BDS-3 solution need to be corrected with an increment of 1
NS2

NS1∑
s=NS2+1

DCBs. Thus, the corrected satellite

DCB of BDS-2 + BDS-3 solution can be expressed as:

DCB
s
= DCBs +

1
NS2

NS2∑
s=NS2+1

DCBs (7)

For receiver DCB of a station, before and after the change of zero-mean condition, it can be
expressed as:

DCBr + DCBs1 = rs1
DCBr + DCBs2 = rs2

...
DCBr + DCBsn = rsn

⇒

DCBr + DCB
s1
= rs1

DCBr + DCB
s2
= rs2

...
DCBr + DCB

sn
= rsn

. (8)

where n refers to the number of satellites the station can track; rsn represents the sum of satellite DCB
plus receiver DCB. From Equations (7) and (8), due to the constant value of rsn, the DCB value of each
satellite is corrected with an increment, and the corresponding receiver DCB also needs to be corrected.
It can be expressed as:

DCBr = DCBr −
1

NS2

NS2∑
s=NS2+1

DCBs. (9)

Therefore, based on Equations (7)–(9), the zero mean conditions of the two solutions are unified,
and comparison and analysis between the BDS-2 satellite DCB and receiver DCB estimated by the two
solutions can be conducted.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Estimation of BDS-3 Satellite DCB

In our study, the BDS-3 DCBs are estimated based on the MGEX observations during the period
of DOY 002–031, 2019. Figure 3 reprents the BDS-3 satellite C2I–C7I and C2I–C6I DCBs time series
value, showing that the BDS-3 satellite DCB varies between -25 and 20 ns. A small periodic oscillation
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can be found in the time series of all satellites (except C18) DCB, because all satellites (except C18 as
an inclined geosynchronous satellite orbit (IGSO) satellite) are medium Earth orbit (MEO) satellites
and this variation may be related to the characteristic of one-week repeat ground track for MEO
satellites. Furthermore, periodic ground track may exert a systematic impact on the tracking network,
which will lead to the small period oscillation of the MEO satellite DCB [14]. On DOY 011–013 and
DOY 016–017, 2019, all satellites show small jump since nothing was observed from C2I–C6I of C18
satellite. Furthermore, the monthly maximum fluctuation of BDS-3 satellite C2I–C7I and C2I–C6I DCB,
presented in Figure 4, showing that the maximum fluctuations of mostly satellites are within 0.6 ns.
The maximum fluctuations of C2I–C7I DCB for most satellites are larger than those of C2I–C6I because
of the fewer C2I–C7I observations for BDS-3 satellites. As shown in the DCB time series value, our
estimated BDS-3 satellites DCB are stable.
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To further verify our estimated BDS-3 satellite DCB, the estimated DCB was evaluated with
refernece to the BDS DCB products provided by CAS and DLR. The bias and standard deviation (STD)
of our estimated BDS-3 satellite DCB with respect to the CAS and DLR are shown in Figure 5, while the
products of BDS-3 C2I–C7I are not provided by DLR during the period of DOY 2–31, 2019. It can be
seen that our estimated BDS-3 DCB shows good agreement with CAS and DLR. The bias of BDS-3
C2I–C7I and C2I–C6I DCB is less than 0.2 ns, with the STDs of mostly less than 0.2 ns. For C2I–C7I
DCB, the mean bias and STD with respect to the CAS are 0.06 and 0.18 ns, respectively, while those
for C2I–C6I DCB are 0.09 and 0.15 ns, and the values with respect to the DLR are 0.10 and 0.13 ns,
respectively. Compared with the C2I–C7I DCB, the bias of C2I–C6I DCB with respect to CAS/DLR
shows a larger value, because fewer C2I–C6I observations are available for some satellites (e.g., C23,
C24, C35, C36, and C37). However, the STDs of C2I–C6I DCB with respect to CAS/DLR are less than
those of C2I–C7I DCB, which may probably be related to ionk of Equation (3) [16]. According to
the Equation (3), DCBr + DCBs = P̃s

4 − ionk · STECs
r ionk = 40.28(1/ f 2

i − 1/ f 2
j ), we can know that the

impact on the DCB caused by ionospheric errors is related to ionk. C2I–C6I DCB is less affected by
ionospheric errors than C2I–C7I DCB due to the ionk of C2I–C6I is smaller than that of C2I–C7I. Thus,
the STD of C2I–C6I DCB is smaller than that of C2I–C7I DCB, indicating that C2I–C6I DCB is more
stable than C2I–C7I.
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Furthermore, due to the differences of different GIMs, it is necessary to compare the DCB estimated
using different GIMs. However, the GIM is not provided by DLR. Therefore, we estimate the BDS-3
DCB using the GIM from CAS for 30 days (DOY 2–31, 2019) as test cases. The mean differences and
STD between estimated BDS-3 DCB using GIM from CODE and CAS are shown in Figure 6. It can be
seen that the mean difference and STD are mostly less than 0.1 ns. In fact, the difference between the
GIM provided by CODE and CAS has a very small impact on DCB estimation.
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3.2. Analysis of Satellite DCB

In order to analyze the differences of satellite DCB before and after adding BDS-3 observations,
we estimate the BDS-2 satellite DCB by adopting BDS-2 + BDS-3 and BDS-2-only solutions. Figure 7
shows the differences in BDS-2 satellite DCB between two solutions. For C2I–C7I DCB, the mean value
of differences are within ±0.05 ns, with the relatively stable difference during this period. However,
the differences present larger mean values in C2I–C6I DCB, especially in the C16 satellite, for which,
their fewer observations may be responsible, with their mean values mostly within ±0.1 ns. Compared
with the two types of DCB, the differences of C2I–C6I DCB show obvious fluctuations because the
fewer C2I–C6I observations of BDS-2 are available. It can be seen that the fluctuation of differences for
the IGSO satellite (except for C16) is lower than that for MEO and geostationary earth orbit (GEO)
satellites. In addition, a small oscillation can be found in the MEO satellite (e.g., C11, C12, and C14),
which is related to the characteristic of a one-week repeat ground track for the MEO satellite [14].
In short, it is indicated that the values of effect on BDS-2 satellite DCB after combing with BDS-3
observations are close to 0. Therefore, it can be concluded that there is no evident systematic bias
between the processed DCB by before and after combing with BDS-3 observations.

Figure 8 shows the STD of our estimated BDS-2 satellite DCB and the products of CAS/DLR,
clearly showing that the two solutions and DLR show the same scales of STD. The mean STD of C2I–C7I
DCB for BDS-2 + BDS-3 solution, BDS-2-only solution, CAS and DLR is 0.10, 0.10, 0.31, and 0.11 ns,
respectively, with the mean STD of C2I–C6I DCB for them as 0.09, 0.09, 0.15, and 0.12 ns, respectively.
The mean STD of DCB for different BDS satellites is given in Table 1. The results of the two solutions in
Table 1 are almost identical, indicating that the STDs of BDS-2 satellite DCB for both BDS-2 + BDS-3
and BDS-2-only solutions are at the same level. In other words, there is no significant change in the
stability of BDS-2 satellite DCB when combing with BDS-3 observations.
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Table 1. STD of BDS-2 satellite DCB for two solutions (units: ns).

Type [BDS-2 + BDS-3] [BDS-2-Only]

GEO IGSO MEO Mean GEO IGSO MEO Mean

C2I–C7I 0.14 0.05 0.10 0.10 0.14 0.05 0.10 0.10
C2I–C6I 0.12 0.06 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.05 0.10 0.09
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3.3. Analysis of Receiver DCB

Similarly, to analyze the impacts on the receiver DCB after combining with BDS-3 observations,
we estimate the BDS receiver DCB by adding BDS-2 + BDS-3 and BDS-2-only solutions. Since fewer
C2I–C7I observations can be tracked by BDS-3, the C2I–C6I receiver DCBs are mainly analyzed in
this section. Table 2 lists the detailed information of these stations that can track both BDS-3 and
BDS-2 simultaneously.

Table 2. Receiver and stations involved in the estimation of BDS-3 C2I–C6I DCBs.

Receiver Type Stations Index Stations Name

JAVAD TRE_3 1–5 POTS, SGOC, ULAB, URUM, WUH2

JAVAD TRE_3 DELTA 6–23
CRO1, GCGO, GODN, GODS, MGO3, QUIN,
LPGS, CUSV, ARHT, BOGT, BSHM, MBAR,
MET3, MOIU, POL2, SOD3, STHL, ZAMB

JAVAD TRE_G3TH DELTA 24 FFMJ

SEPT POLARX5 25–53

MRC1, ABPO, VACS, AREG, ARUC, CEDU,
CHPI, DARW, DAV1, DGAR, FALK, GOP6,
GRAZ, HOB2, IISC, JOZE, JPLM, KAT1, LAUT,
MAW1, NRMG, PADO, POHN, PTGG, SUTH,
TID1, TONG, YAR3, YARR

SEPT POLARX5TR 54–66 GODE, AMC4, USN7, BREW, GAMG, HARB,
HERS, KOUG, MATZ, ROAG, STJ3, TLSG, YEL2

TRIMBLE ALLOY 67–68 BRST, GANP

TRIMBLE NETR9 69–106

CUT0, ASCG, CHPG, CPVG, DYNG, FTNA,
GAMB, JFNG, KERG, MAYG, METG, NKLG,
OWMG, RGDG, SEYG, TLSE, BELE, BOAV,
BOR1, KIR8, KZN2, MCHL, MRO1, PERT,
POAL, POVE, RDSD, SALU, SAVO, SIN1,
TOPL, TUVA, UCAL, UFPR, UNB3, XMIS,
ZIM2, ZIM3

Figure 9 shows the mean differences and STDs of receiver C2I–C6I DCB between BDS-2 + BDS-3,
and BDS-2-only solutions. It obviously shows that the mean differences and STDs are mostly within
±1.5 and 0.3 ns, respectively, with their mean values as 0.04 and 0.14 ns, respectively. It indicates that
the mean differences of receiver C2I–C6I DCB between the two solutions are close to 0. Furthermore,
it can be found that the characteristics of the difference are related to receiver type. For these stations
with the same receiver type (e.g., JAVAD, SEPT POL, and TRIMBLE), the differences of receiver
C2I–C6I DCB between the two solutions are similar. In terms of these stations whose receiver type
is JAVAD, SEPT POL, and TRIMBLE, corresponding to stations index 1–24, 25–66 and 67–106, the
differences are all positive, negative, and around 0. However, the two stations (BRST and GANP) with
TRIMBLE receiver reveal larger difference, because they just track can fewer observations. It can thus
be concluded that the effect exerted by BDS-3 observations on receiver DCB is related to the receiver
type. The effect for those stations whose receiver type is TRIMBLE is the lowest, followed by SEPT
POL and JAVAD.

Moreover, the STD of receiver C2I–C6I DCB for the two solutions is shown in Figure 10, with the
stations being aligned by geomagnetic latitudes at the horizontal axis. It can be seen that the STDs of
receiver DCB for the two solutions are mostly less than 0.4 ns, with the larger values of STD being
more likely to exist at low latitudes. It indicates that receiver DCBs have a latitudinal dependence.
This phenomenon has also been reported for other in some previous studies on receiver DCB for
other GNSS [35]. Compared with the STD of the two solutions, the values of BDS-2 + BDS-3 solution
are smaller than those of BDS-2-only solution for most stations, with their mean values being 0.24,
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and 0.28 ns, respectively. It can be concluded that this stability of receiver DCB is better when BDS-3
observations are added.Remote Sens. 2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  11 of 13 
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, the BDS DCBs are estimated and analyzed by using the MGEX observations during
the period of DOY 2–31, 2019. Our estimated BDS-3 DCB shows good agreement with CAS and DLR.
The bias of BDS-3 C2I–C7I and C2I–C6I DCB are within ±0.2 ns, and the STDs are mostly within 0.2 ns.
For C2I–C7I DCB, the mean bias and STDs with respect to the CAS are 0.06 and 0.18 ns, respectively.
For C2I–C6I DCB, the mean bias and STDs with respect to the CAS are 0.09 and 0.15 ns, and the
values with respect to the DLR are 0.10 and 0.13 ns, respectively. In order to analyze the effects on
both satellite and receiver DCB after combining BDS-3 observations, BDS-2 + BDS-3 and BDS-2-only
solutions are used to estimate the satellite and receiver DCBs. For BDS-2 satellite DCB, the values of
effect are close to 0, with the very limited effect on stability of DCB. For receiver DCB, 106 stations with
C2I–C6I observations are collected to conduct analysis. The value of effect on each station is related to
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the receiver type, but their mean value is close to 0, and the stability of the receiver DCB is better when
BDS-3 observations are added. Therefore, it can be concluded that there is no evident systematic bias
between BDS-2 and BDS-2 + BDS-3 DCB.
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